Bacterial spot (BS) is one of the most devastating foliar bacterial diseases of tomato caused by 16 multiple species of Xanthomonas. We performed the RNA-Seq analysis of three tomato lines with 17 different level of resistance to Xanthomonas perforans race T4 to study the differentially expressed 18 genes (DEGs) and transcript-based sequence variations. 19 Analysis between inoculated and control samples revealed that resistant line PI 270443 had 20 more DEGs (834), followed by susceptible line NC 714 (373), and intermediate line NC 1CELBR 21 (154). Gene functional analysis based on Gene Ontology (GO) terms revealed that more GO terms 22 (51) were enriched for up-regulated DEGs in the resistant line PI 270443, and more down-23 regulated DEGs (67) were enriched in the susceptible line NC 714. The specific analysis for DEGs 24 in biotic stress pathway using MapMan software showed more up-regulated biotic stress pathway 25 DEGs (67) for PI 270443 compared to more down-regulated DEGs (125) for susceptible NC 714 26 line. One interesting feature was that resistant PI 270443 has three up-regulated DEGs for PR-27 protein, and susceptible line NC 714 has one down-regulated R gene, which is disease-related. 28 Analysis of sequence variations called from RNA-Seq reads against the reference genome of 29 susceptible Heinz 1706 showed that chr11 which has multiple reported resistance QTLs to BS race 30 T4 is identical between two resistant lines, PI 270443 and NC 1CELBR, suggesting that these two 31 lines share the same resistance QTLs on this chromosome. Several loci for PR-resistance proteins 32 with sequence variation between the resistant and susceptible tomato lines were identified near the 33 known Rx4 resistance gene on chr11. These findings may be useful for further molecular breeding 34 of tomato.
Introduction
Three tomato lines with different level of resistance to BS were 197 selected for RNA-Seq analysis 198 The resistance level of 30 tomato breeding lines was evaluated by inoculation with BS (X. with an AUDPC value of less than 280 (Table 1 ). There was no significant difference between 208 these lines for the level of bacterial spot resistance. Average disease incidence took place about 209 5.5 days after inoculation (dai) in LA2093, whereas it was 6 dai in PI 114490, LA4277, and 210 Fla.7060_Xv4. In the case of PI 270443 and CLN2413A, the average disease incidence was 7 dai. 211 Among the tomato lines, Heinz 1706 was the most susceptible line followed by NC 714, NC 6 212 Grape, NC EBR7, and Hawaii 7981 with an AUDPC value of more than 608 ( Table 1) . The time 213 for the first disease symptom appearance was not much different in the group of susceptible lines, 214 which ranged from 5.5 to 6 days. Even in the wide array of lines, NC 1CELBR was intermediate reported in terms of AUDPC in these lines ranged from 420 to 540 (Table 1 ). It seems that the 218 disease develops quickly in the susceptible lines, whereas the rate of disease development is very slow in the resistant lines. Hawaii 7998, which is widely used as a resistant line to BS, was very 220 close to NC 1CELBR in AUDPC value, whereas NC 714 was the most susceptible line. Based on the results presented in Table 1 , three tomato lines were selected to represent a 
RNA-Seq data analysis showing gene expression variation between
234 tomato breeding lines was much more significant than treatment 235 To investigate the differences in transcriptome associated with inoculation of BS race T4, 12 RNA- for the same tomato line (Fig. 2 ). This plot pattern indicated that gene expression variation between 253 tomato breeding lines was more significant than that induced by BS inoculation treatment, i.e., the 254 difference between different tomato lines was much bigger than that between control and 255 inoculation within the same tomato line. This might result from the inoculation method. We 256 inoculated the breeding lines by spray method, which was less efficient compared to vacuum 257 infiltration method. Therefore, fewer tomato cells were exposed to the pathogen and thus their 258 gene expression was less represented. Because of these possible variations level, we adopted the 259 strategy of analyzing genes with expression changes between control and inoculated samples 260 within the same genotype, and then compare inoculation induced DEGs between different tomato 261 lines. Table S1 ). (DEGs) in all three tomato breeding lines is presented as supplementary material (Table S1) . Table S2 ). Table S2 ).
324
For 96 up-regulated DEGs from NC 714, there were 21 GO enriched terms. The significantly 325 enriched terms are associated with cellular components such as DNA and chromosome (Table 6) . Table S2 ).
331
Overall, there were several enrichments of GO terms for up- regulated To understand the responses of these tomato lines to BS infection, MapMan was adopted to classify 346 DEGs of these tomato lines based on the more comprehensive annotation of tomato genes as 347 described in the methods section. This analysis was conducted to decipher the involvement of were associated with Auxins, Ethylene, Redox associated genes, Glutathione-S-transferase, heat 367 shock proteins, and secondary metabolites.
368
As to down-regulated DEGs in this biotic stress pathway, PI 270443 had 154 DEGs, followed 369 by 126 in NC 714, and 33 in NC 1CELBR. As to each catalog, the pattern of PI 270443 and NC 370 714 was similar in number, but NC 1CELBR had few DEGs in each bin. One noticeable pattern 371 was that one DEG (solyc12g097000) defined as R gene which is important for disease resistance 372 was down-regulated in NC 714, and no such DEG was found in biotic stress pathway for other two 373 lines.
374 Table 3 presents the overlapping DEGs in biotic stress pathway for these tomato lines. It shows 375 that among 67 DEGs up-regulated in PI 270443, only two were common up-regulated DEGs in all 376 three lines, which might be associated with common reaction to the inoculation of BS race T4.
377
There were 16 DEGs up-regulated in both PI 270443 and NC 1CELBR, which are resistant to BS.
378
One noticeable feature was that half of them are involved with secondary metabolism of flavonoids. Furthermore, CCoAOMT gene, which was reported to be disease-resistance associated 380 in maize [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] , was found as the common up-regulated DEG in these two resistant tomato lines.
381
As to up-regulated DEGs specific for PI 270443 only, some group of genes was overrepresented, 382 including those associated with cell wall cellulose synthesis, APETALA2/Ethylene-responsive 383 element binding protein family, protein degradation related, and stress-related genes, etc.
384
Among 125 down-regulated DEGs in NC 714, which might be associated with susceptibility to 385 BS race T4, there were 15 commonly down-regulated genes in all three lines, including two 386 secondary metabolisms lignin genes C3H and F5H, and three genes encoding β-1,3 glucan endo-387 1,3-β-glucosidase. These DEGs, we believe, are common reactions to the inoculation of BS.
388
Down-regulated DEGs specific to NC 714 included three CCoAOMT genes, five WRKY domain 389 transcription factor genes, and five genes related to protein degradation/ubiquitin in the list of the 390 common down-regulated gene for PI 270443 and NC 714 (Table 3) . SNP/INDELs raw information can also be found in Table S3 . In addition to similar sequence variation pattern on chr11, which has resistance QTL as reported 433 before [11], these two lines also share some common sequence variation on chr 12 ( Fig 6B) , which 434 has QTLs related to susceptibility to race T4 of BS [11] . Therefore, such common sequence RNA-Seq analysis 443 The primary objective of this study was to determine and identify the unique DEG in response to 444 the BS so that we can identify the specific genes associated with BS resistance in tomato. It has 445 been a challenge to determine the resistance genes hence to introgress the resistance into the 446 breeding lines with desirable fruit quality in tomato despite a lot of efforts towards the 447 identification of QTL associated with BS resistance. In this study, the response of tomato 448 genotypes to the BS race T4 was found as expected. For example, PI 114490, which is resistant to 449 all races of Xanthomonas, also had less disease severity.
450
On the other hand, NC 714, which does not have any disease resistance to any race of 451 Xanthomonas, was found to develop severe disease. An exciting aspect of this study was that PI 452 270443 had less disease than even in PI 114490. In several papers, PI 114490 has been reported to 453 have resistance to all available races [10, 11, 50-53]. In our study, however, a genotype more 454 resistant than PI 114490 is available and whatever genes identified from the line may provide more 455 robust information towards the identification of resistance genes. It should be noted that the race 456 of BS reported from NC is race T4 [22] . This indicated that the source of resistance might be 457 associated with a single race. This will still be a beneficial material to address this critical issue.
458
Race T4 is widely distributed in FL and NC tomato growing regions [22] . DEGs in biotic stress pathway, we can identify more biotic stress associated DEGs in NC 1CELBR 476 than in NC 714, even though total up-regulated DEGs or GO term enriched in NC 1CELBR were 477 much less than that in NC 714.
478
All identified DEGs would be valuable resources for the evaluation of plant reaction to BS 479 infection, and GO term enrichment is the most adopted strategy to show overall response based in 480 term of over-representation. However, in this study, we also adopted MapMan based analysis to 481 identify genes associated with disease resistance. Our result showed a noticeable feature that there is that we analyzed samples collected two days after inoculation (48 hai), which is different from 492 the condition of samples collected by Du, Wang (13] after 6 hai and 6 dai. Additionally, the genetic 493 background of their especially susceptible variety is much different from the tomato lines we 494 analyzed.
495
As to other bins of putative genes involved in biotic stress pathway, we identified genes for 
503
We also found many genes associated with secondary metabolites involved in the reaction of which might be a common reaction to the inoculation of BS.
511
Genes with regulation functions are more complex to analyze due to too many associated genes 512 involved, but we still found that after inoculation of BS race T4, there are more ethylene-513 responsive transcript factor genes up-regulated in resistant PI 270443, and many WRKYs, on 514 another hand, were down-regulated in susceptible NC 714. Such reaction seems to be different resistance. For instance, the sequence variation in Rx4 was found to be associated with the 527 resistance to race T3 of BS in tomato [3] . Therefore, we have taken advantage of transcriptome 528 information in this study to call SNP/INDELs and hope to find genes with sequence variation 529 between tomato lines resistant and susceptible to BS.
530
Our results showed more SNP/INDELs in NC 714 against Heinz 1706, suggesting a more 531 diverse genetic background between these two BS susceptible lines. However, such sequence variation on chr11 was small, which suggested that both lines lack resistance genes to BS. infection. To be more focused on resistance gene to BS race T4, we feel that it would be easy to 540 specially concentrate on chr11 to find the genes associated with resistant QTLs, and listed all DEGs 541 and genes with sequence variation in biotic stress pathway to identify genes similar to reported 542 resistance genes. 
548
Gene functions annotation bin were annotated by MapMan package in this study. 
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